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	XNA is a very powerful API using which it's easy to make great games, especially when you have dazzling 3D effects. This book will show you how to implement the same 3D graphics used in professional games to make your games shine, and get those gamers addicted! This book will show you, step-by-step, how to implement the effects used in professional 3D games in your XNA games. Upon reaching the end of the book, you would have built an extensible framework for both basic 3D rendering and advanced effects. The one thing that can make or break a game is its appearance; players will mostly be attracted to a game if it looks good. One of the most common stopping points in an XNA game is its graphics, and many independent developers are not sure of how to implement the graphical effects needed to make great looking games. This book will help you avoid this pitfall, by walking you through the implementation of many common effects and graphics techniques used in professional games so that you can make your games look great.
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Master VISUALLY Excel 2007Visual, 2008
Master Visually Excel 2007 covers the basics of using the program, such as navigating in worksheets and workbooks and understanding how to enter information into a worksheet, as well as intermediate through advance features, such as using formulas and functions and finding and controlling formulaic errors. A two-color, step-by-step...
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Single-Frequency Fiber Lasers (Optical and Fiber Communications Reports)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gives a contemporary overview of the technologies of single-frequency fiber lasers. The development of single-frequency fiber lasers is one of the most significant achievements in the field of laser photonics over the past two decades. Owing to the crucial demands of a laser sources with highly stable single-frequency...
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Broadband Strategies Handbook (World Bank Publications)World Bank Publications, 2012

	The world is shifting from narrowband to broadband. Services that were only available in the form of static, text-based websites a decade ago are now offered in full-motion, high-definition video. A whole new generation of Internet entrepreneurs is ready to take their ideas to the stock market.


	Nevertheless, a gap remains between...
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E-Business Globalization Solution Design Guide: Getting Started (Ibm Redbooks.)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook presents a globalization architecture, a working example, and an accompanying set of methodologies. It explains from the customer's point of view how to plan and then design a multilingual solution.

The Internet transcends national boundaries and geographical barriers. Many e-business entities have sought help from IBM in...
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Knowledge in Formation: A Computational Theory of Interpretation (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	With knowledge representation we face more or less the same problem as Augustine
	(354–430) when thinking about time: if nobody asks what it is, it seems
	clear enough, but being asked it proves to be very difficult to provide an answer.


	At the beginning of our research we thought that a solution for the problem
	of...
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Computer Incident Response and Product Security (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2010

	This book is actually two books in one. The first six chapters are about forming and running a computer incident response team. Starting with Chapter 7, “Product Security Vulnerabilities,” the book is devoted to managing product security vulnerabilities. The reason these two subjects are combined into a single book is that they...
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